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C O L L E C T I O N

MIHRAB

Its design is inspired by elegant Arabic 
architectural aesthetics. 
Long hours of craftsmanship to achieve 
a unique handle. 

Round rosette that lacks no detail. The 
exquisite hand-polishing of the edges is 
designed to highlight the Mudejar-style details. 

| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES

By adding Swarovski crystals to this 
spectacular design, we can make it dazzle 
as it passes through any room.
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Mihrab
Mihrab, semi-circular niche in a mosque 
that faces Mecca and to which prayer 
should be directed.

Mihrab is a collection of door hardware 
that fuses various cultures and shows a rich 
artistic and architectural heritage that left its 
mark on Spain.

| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES

PLATE SHAPE

Antique forms recovered from 
the common architecture 
linking East and Eest.

The decorative style defines 
the 
craftsmen who decorated the 
main façades with plaster. 

Hand-decorated plates are 
available in two sizes: 
400x60mm and 300x53mm.

HANDLE SHAPE

The collection survives the 
passage of time and maintains its 
essence and distinction thanks 
to the noble lines and the high 
quality of the materials it is made 
of, such as brass. 

A strong and durable material.

Its design is inspired by elegant 
Arabian architectural aesthetics.
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| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES

0A4144.000.30

Door handle on plate 

53x300mm -  Set (2 units) 

0A4444.000.30

Door handle on large plate 

60x400mm -  Set (2 units) 

0A4160.000.12

Door handle on plate 

53x300mm -  Set (2 units) 

0A4460.000.01

Door handle on plate 

60x400mm -  Set (2 units) 
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| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES

0M4403.000.01

Door pull handle on plate 

60x400mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0R4444.000.30

Door handle on roses

66x117mm  -  Set (2 units) 

0R4460.000.01 

Door handle on roses

66x113mm  -  Set (2 units) 

0V0760.D00.01

Window handle

30x65mm - Individual sale (1unit)
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| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES

0A4140.000.01

Door handle on plate with 

Swarovski crystal

53x300mm -  Set (2 units) 

0A4440.N00.71 

Door handle on large plate 

with black Swarovski crystal

60x400mm -  Set (2 units) 

0EY044.000.01

Keyhole escutcheon

Ø 66mm - Individual sale (1unit)
Privacy button

Ø 66mm

0WC044.6MM.01

Door handle on roses with 

Swarovski crystal

66x108mm -  Set (2 units) 

0R4440.000.01
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0M4406.S00.01

Door pull handle on plate 

60x400mm - Individual sale (1unit)

0M4406.SN0.01

Door pull handle on plate 

60x400mm - Individual sale (1unit)

| MIHRABARTISTIC I  SERIES
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0V0760.D00.**

Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.

MIHRAB |  COLLECTION

0A4144.000.** 0A4444.000.**

0WC044.6MM.**

0R4444.000.**0A4460.000.**

0BC044.000.**

Door handle on plate Door handle on large plate

Door pull handle on plate 
- Individual sale -

Privacy button 

Keyhole escutcheon - Individual sale

0R4460.000.**

0A4160.000.**

0EY044.000.**

0M4403.000.**

MIHRAB  |  COLLECTION

Door handle on roses

With crystal

Door handle on plate 
with Swarovski crystal

0A4140.000.**

Door handle on large plate 
with Swarovski crystal

0A4440.000.** 0R4440.000.*0
0R4440.N00.**0A4140.N00.** 0A4440.N00.**

0M4406.S00.**

0M4406.SN0.**

MATERIALS

Brass Crystals from Swarovski: Clear Black   

016010.0AR.99 016009.0AR.99

Tilt turn window mechanism* Fixed accessorie for oval rose*

*NOTE: One of these two accessories must be included for installation. If
you do not have a mechanism, you will need 016010.0AR. 99. If you have
a mechanism, you will need 016009.0AR. 99 to attach the oval rosette.

Door handle on roses

Door handle on plate

Door handle on large plate

Keyhole escutcheon - Individual sale
Window handle - Individual sale

For right hand

0V0760.Z00.**For left hand
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Door handle on roses
with Swarovski crystal

Door pull handle on plate with 
Swarovski crystal - Individual sale -
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C O L L E C T I O N

MIHRAB Precious
TIGER’s EYE

Tiger’s eye takes centre stage in MIHRAB Precious, as this natural stone with its 

warm tones and infinite contrasts fits perfectly with the hand-cut design. 

Each stone captivates with its characteristic brilliance and contrasts. Their 

attractive tonality varies depending on how you look at them. 

Tiger’s eye has the effect of vertical bands, reminiscent of the eye of the animal 

after which it is named. This effect is produced by the orientation of the fibrous 

inclusions contained in the mineral. 

The design of the collection is inspired by elegant Arabian architectural 

aesthetics. Our craftsmen dedicate long hours to achieve 

a unique handle design. 

Exclusive Mihrab serie with 
Tiger’s eye semi-precious stone

PRECIOUS I  SERIES | MIHRAB PRECIOUS
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES | MIHRAB PRECIOUS
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Door handle on plate with 

with tiger eye stone stone

53X300mm -  Set (2 units)

Important note: the pictures of these last 2 plates show a rough example of what it could look like with these gems.

0A4440.TG0.01

Door handle on plate 

with tiger’s eye stone

 60x400mm - Set (2 units) 

0A4140.TG0.01

0EY044.000.01

Keyhole escutcheon

Ø 66mm - Individual sale (1unit)
Privacy button

Ø 66mm

0WC044.6MM.01

Door handle on roses

 with tiger’s eye stone

66X108mm -  Set (2 units)

0R4440.TG0.01
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PRECIOUS I  SERIES | MIHRAB PRECIOUS

0M4406.TG0.01

Door pull handle on plate 

with tiger’s eye stone

60x400mm  -  Individual sale (1unit) 
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AVAILABLE WITH  MALACHITE GEMSTONE 

You can also combine it with the malachite natural stone, 
an option that it will surely seduce you with its hypnotic 
green tones.

PRECIOUS I  SERIES | MIHRAB PRECIOUS

Door handle on roses

 with malachite stone

66X108mm -  Set (2 units)

0R4440.ML0.01

0M4406.ML0.01

Door pull handle on plate with malachite

60x400mm  -  Individual sale (1unit) 

Door handle on plate 

with malachite stone

53X300mm -  Set (2 units)

Door handle on plate 

with malachite stone

 60x400mm - Set (2 units) 

0A4140.ML0.01

0A4440.ML0.01
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Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code. Please, replace the asterisks by the selected finish code.

MIHRAB | PRECIOUS  SERIES

0A4140.TG0.** 0A4440.TG0.

Door handle on plate with 
tiger’s eye stone

Door handle on large plate 
tiger’s eye stone

0M4406.TG0.**

MIHRAB |  PRECIOUS  SERIES

MATERIALS: 

Brass    Tiger’s eye stone              

0R4440.TG0.**

Door handle on roses
tiger’s eye stone

0BC044.000.**

Keyhole escutcheon - Individual sale

MIHRAB PRECIOUS
WITH TIGER’S EYE STONE

Keyhole escutcheon - Individual sale

0EY044.000.**

Door pull handle on plate with 
tiger’s eye stone - Individual sale -

0WC044.6MM.**

Keyhole escutcheon - Individual sale
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0A4140.ML0.** 0A4440.ML0.

Door handle on plate with 
malachite stone

Door handle on large plate 
malachite stone

0M4406.ML0.**

0R4440.ML0.**

Door handle on roses
malachite stone

MIHRAB PRECIOUS
WITH MALACHITE STONE

Door pull handle on plate with 
malachite stone - Individual sale -

    Malachite stone              
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